1. Can you spot the **conjunctions** in these sentences? *Underline them:*
   - I put on my shoes and I went out to play.
   - I was going to eat the sweets but I saved them for my sister.
   - I went to London and I also visited Paris.

2. Add the suffix ‘**ed**’ to these words.
   - add__
   - laugh__
   - plant__

**Reasoning**
1. Which jar of orange juice shows a quarter full?
   [ ] [ ] [ ]

2. The watermelon weighs 10 cubes. How much could the pear weigh?
   ________cubes.

  How much do two watermelons weigh?
  ________ cubes.

**Arithmetic**
1. 18 - 7 =

2. 12 is _______ than 8

3. 5 + 4 =